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| The Honorable Bob Carr
United States House of,

Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Congressman Carr:

This is in response to your note addressed to Chairman Ahearne enclosing
a letter from Mr. Chuck Cox, Indamer Company Ltd. , Lansing, Michigan
(Enclosure 1). Mr. Cox questioned whether an article that appeared in
the Lansing Star was correct in stating that the Big Rock Point Nuclear
Plant is exenpt from the Nuclear Regulatory Comission's safety regulations.
By Order dated May 26, 1976, the Comission granted an exenption for the
remaining plant lifetime from the failure criterion requirements of
10 CFR 50.46 (acceptance criteria for emergency core cooling systems for
light water nuclear power reactors), and Appendix K for two specific cases
at the Big Rock Point facility. The exenption was granted subject to the
inplementation of certain conpensatory safety measures. I am enclosing a
copy of the Order (Enclosure 2) which provides the bases for granting the
exenption.

Currently, there are no other exenptions to the Comission's regulations
that are in effect for the Big Rock Point facility. Consumers Power
Conpany has requested a one-year delay in the implementation of certain
Comission directed modifications pending the completion of an overall
plant risk assessment to determine what modification are necessary for
continued operation of the Big Rock Point plant. T% NRC is evaluating
this request.

I hope that this letter is responsive to Mr. Cox's letter.

_ Sincerely,i
Y3?pQ 7.iusfin_7

c~ William J. Dircks, Acting
Executive Director for Operations

1. 5/5/80 letter from
Mr. Chuck Cox

2. Order dtd. 5/26/76
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" ' ENCLOSURE 1-

'' INDAMlfR COMPANY LTD..

MatL8NG ADOnges PNoNE. (517) 332-3700
Poet Orreca som 33111 TELEX.229400 INDANER L.S G

8,.ANSING. MICMSG AN 4 8 90 9 CABLE INDAwam L.ANSINOMfCMpO AN

U. S. A

5 May 1980 '

Rep. Bob Carr
Sixth District < 0ffice
Federal Building
Lansing, flichigan 48933 ,

Dear Bob:

In reading the Lansing Star recently I ran across. an article which stated
that the Big Rock Point nuclear power plant 15 exempt from the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's safety regulations. I find this staterrent a bit.

hard to believe. Could you find out if the statement is true and if so

how it came to be?
Thanks,

*/

-

.

Chuck Cox

BigRock,

. .

- CD timmng
<s

;. The Sir Rock Point nuclear power
t- ameratinr, plant will be the focal point of
p a legal rdly and civil disobedience plan-

,

g med for May 4. Big Rock, Jbeaf
's Charlevoix, m.ran, k mempt fiorn

Nuclear Regulatory GnnrrJssion safety'

regulat>ons and has been rated amorei

the anost unsafe nuclear power plants ine

the U. S.,

. . .. . . . . . . . .
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In the Matter of )
)

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-155
(Big Rock Point Nuclcar )
Powcr Station) )

)
.

.

ME?~DPTDUM IJ'1 C. 0"R7

.

I. Bl.CKGROURD

In our Memorandum cnd Order cf Dacc..ucr 31, 1975 (CLI-

75-15) we granted to Concumcra Po :;r Cort : nf two lini' edc

c.xemptions frcm the ECCS ccceptcnca critccic (10 CFM 30.46).

We also requerted further informr.tica from,the Director of
i
'

Nuc1 car Reactor Regulation and from Concur. rs Power Company

concerning the possibility of granting a ::cquected plant-

life exemption from the ECCS failuro criterion of 10 CFR.

Part 50,,.50.46 and Appendix K, Paragraph I.D.1 cc cpplied to
a lons-of-coolant accident (LOdA) caused by a brcnk in a

.

core cpr:ty line and a concurrent single fr.ilure of a valvo
in the remaining core cpray cystcm. In rer. ponce to this

-;
request, the Director cubaitted excicntn on January 7,1976

~

.

535 '8007310
.
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s.uggesting that certain additional analyses be performed and

*

, possible system modifications be considered by the applicant

to enhance operating reliability. Accordingly, Consumers

Power Company on February 27, 1976 submitted an extensive

" Report on Evaluation of Adequacy of Emergency Core Cooling

System," together with a renewed request for a plant-life

exemption from the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS)

failure criterion for the Big Rock nuclear facility.

Receipt of this request was ' duly noted in the Federal

Register on March 15, 1976, and views and comments from the

public were invited. An extension of time for comments by,

the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and by the public

was granted by order of April 5, 1976. The extended period

for comment has now closed. Two comments opposing the

exemption request were received from the public. The
__ _

Director's comments were submitted on April 19, 1976.

The facility has been shut down for refueling and

.aodifications. since January 31, 1976. We informed the
,

1
applicant on March 10, 1976 that the earlier temporary I

exemption gronted by the Commission's Memorandum and Order
.

of December 31, 1975 (CLI-75-15) had expired and that start-

up of Big Rock Point in non-compliance with the failure

criterion would not be permitted unless the Commission
.

granted a further appropriate exemption.
.

.
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The Director recommen3s that this exemption be granted,

subject to several conditions which would have to be met

prior to operation.1!

1/ The Director's summarized recommendation is that prior
to return to operation the applicant shall:'

a) Provide an analysis o the ECCS performance which
properly demonstrates that in the event of a break
in a core ring spray line, the feedwater system
and the flow through the core spray nozzle will
reliably provide sufficient core cooling water
unless adequate spray distribution of the nozzle
has been demonstrated.

.

b) Enhance the reliability of the core ring spray
system by augmented surveillance to provide reason-
able assurance that the core ring spray system can,
by itself, provide reliable and adequate core cool-.

ing for a LOCA not allowing reflooding unless ade-
quate spray distribution of the nozzle has been
demonstrated. .

.

c) Modify.the emergency procedures to assure a second
emergency diesel will be obtained and operational
within 24 hours after a LOCA.-

.

d) Augment the surveillance of ECCS to enhance its
reliability in a method acceptable to the staff.

c) Protect the controls, indication and annunciation l

. circuitry associated with the ECCS, including the
core spray valves, as approved by the staff, against
the consequences of flooding following a LOCA which
affect the ability of the ECCS or plant operator to
take corrective action during the course of a
LOCA. .

.

t
*

.
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e
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The Director would also impose additional conditions to

be met before operation resumes after the 1977 refueling
.

' outage.2/

The Director's recommendations are based upon an

extensive review of the adequacy of the Big Rock Point ECCS

initiated by the information request contained in the Commission's

December 31, 1975 Memorandum and Order. The above-mentioned*

" Report on Evaluation of Adequacy of Emergency Core Cooling

System," submitted by Consumers Power Company on February 27,
I1976, reviewed ECCS performance as a whole, inclbding both-

short term and long term cooling.
.

2/ The Director recommends in summary that prior to return
to operation following the refueling outage currently~

scheduled for spring, 1977, the applicant shall:

a) !!odify the fire protection system such that long-
term cooling can be accomplished without relying
on portions of its underground piping.-

b) Provide test data showing the adequacy of the
nozzle spray distribution during cxpected usage
conditions or modify the nozzle spray system to

.~ provide adequate spray distribution.
,

c) Modify the emergency diesel generator and diesel
driven fire pump to bypass protective trips during
accident conditions except for retention of engine
overspeed and generatpr differential trips unless
additional trips are approved by the staff.

.

d) Provide complete on-line testability on the ECCS
including the actuation system.

"

.

.

.

.
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dubsequent intoraction betwoon Consumors Powcr Coinpany
'

and tho Nucicar Regulatory Commico,lon Staff rofined still

'further the analysis of the Big Rock Point' ECCD. On March

26, 1976 the applicant submitted a detailed cupplomont to
'

its carlier report and ronponded to tuenty ECCS-rolated
'

questions from tho staff. Alue on March 2G the Director

submitted commento and a request for entongion of timo until
~

April 19 for filing rocommendations. Purnuant to 10 Crn

2.00S(b) the Secrotary of the Commiculon granted the onton-

clon and alno extended the period for public comment to.

April 14, 1976. No additional public commente ucre r000ivad.
.

II. Nood for Exemptions

The abovo-doncribed thorough review by the chaff c.nd

the applicant han ontabliched that soveral deficiencies

oxist at Dig neck Point for ubich onetuption from requira-
monta of 10 CPR Part 50, 50.4G and Appendix K is nooded if

the facility in to renumo operation. A rigid requirement

that the facility meet tho above-referenend proviolone of

Part 50 prior to start-up nnd that no alternativo meneures
be concidorod would pontpono cignificantiy the date at

whichDigRockPointcouldrotdrntooperation. (The' '

applicant'n February 27 report noten, for unntopio, that over

n'your would be requirod for delivery of additional valvoa

.

t
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needed'to bring the facility formally into compliance with
the failure criterion as applied to a break in either core*

spray line).

An exemption can be granted, however, only if reason-

able assurance is provided that operation of the plant will

meet an acceptable level of safety. ,We observe that a plant

like Big Rock Pointr which is a relatively small facility

(72 MW(e)) , need not necessarily comply with all the require-

ments applicable to a large plant in order to provide

adequate assurance of public health'and safety. Moreover,

the NRC approach to safety -- built as it is on the defense-

in-depth concept -- does not necensarily require each new'

safety design feature to be incorporated in every nuclear

plant to provide protection for the public or that, when

backfitting is called for, the timing be infle::ibly fixed

irrespective of special circumstances. For this reason, the

ECCS acceptance regulatione provide for the possibility of *

cxemptio.]swhenanappropriatelyhighlevelofsafetyisin
fact achieved and the public interest is served.

This'is not to say, however, that older plants like

.' Dig Rock Point are allowed to ma'intain a status ouo situa-

tion. We have not hesitated to require backfitting at-

older plants where significant safety improvements would
|

thereby be achieved. At Big Rock Point, for example,'

.

9

1-

-
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extensive modifications to the ECCS were completed in 1971
~

(addition of a redundant core spray system) and during the4 .

.

present refueling outage (installation of a reactor depres-

surization system).d!The overriding question which we must

now decide regarding this exemption request is whether an

acceptably high level of safety is maintainable at Big Rock

Point in its present configuration, or whether further ex-

tensive backfitting must be required before the plant may
.

operate.
,

As we'now review in some detail, the Director's technical
,

judgment is that the core cooling capability of the systems
,

e

installed at Big nock Point is adequate to provide reasonable

assurance of public health and safety under the conditions;

for operation which the Director recommends. The Director's

comments, insofar as they bear directly on the exemption
, -

which we now consider, analyze three problems, all relating

3/ The two comments opposing the present exemption stress
that Big Rock Point has in the past received several
exemptions from the ECCS-criteria and appear to conclude
that the present request represents an attempt to
perpetuate a pattern of unjustified non-compliance ,

with the Commission's regulations. These comments |
'

fail to mention that significant modifications have l

been made at the Big Rock-Point facility and that the
exemptions were in every case granted pursuant to
findings of good cause and a determination that public
health and safety weuld be reasonably assured. We do
not believe it would be fair to the applicant or in the
public interest to follow the rigid approach suggested
by the coinmenters by denying the present request, without
regard.to its individual inerit, largely on the grounds
that related exemptions have been granted previously.

.
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ultimately to the consequence of the unavaliability of one
,

or the other c' ore spray systems. ,These are (1) vulnerability
.

to a single failure disabling a core spray line, following a
'

break in the alternate core spray line; (2) vulnerability to

a single failure disabling the on-site pcwer supply, follow-
'

ing a loss of coolant accident, in-the event off-site power

is unavailable; and (3) uncertainty regarding adequacy of

the nozzle spray distribution.

With respect to the request for a plant-life exemption

from the failure criterion as applied to a break in either
,

y core spray line, followed by a failure of the alternate core
* .

spray system, the Director notes that in these circumstances

the feedwater system (a non-ECCS component) provides adequa te

core cooling capacity. Accordingly, the Director finds good

~

cause to grant a plant-life exemption when the overall

p'rogram for enhancing ECCS reliability is implemented

through the Director's recommended conditions.b!

With respect to the on-site electric power supply, Big

Rock Point has only one on-site diesel.' generator and does

not meet the failure criterion requirement that the ECCS

- short term and long term cooling functions be invulnerable
.

4/ An analysis of feedwater cooling capability was sub-
~

mitted by Consumers Power Company on May 10, 1976 in
response to the Director's recommended condition (a)
(see note 1 above) and indicates that in the event of a
LOCA cauced by a break in the core ring spray line the

' "

feedwater system will prevent uncovering of the core.

.

.
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to.a single fai, lure which disables on-site power, assuming

off-site power is not available. In view of ti.e unusually-

'high availability of of'f-site power at Big Rock Point,5!
~

together with improved reliability of the on-site diesel

and guaranteed availability of a back-up diesel for long

term cooling pursuant to the conditions the Director would

impose, the Director likewise finds good cause to excmpt Big

Rock Point from this requirement.

The Director's comments consider in detail the issue

of adequacy of the nozzle spray distribution, a question

, earlier addressed by Consumers Power Ccmpany in its March 26

supplement. Pending further tests to demonstrate the adequacy

of the spray distribution, the Director takes 'the conserva-

tive position that Consumers Power Company must provide

reasonable assurance that the core ring spray system can,
.-

by itself, provide reliable and adequate core cooling in the

event of a LOCA for which reflooding by means of the feed-
,

*

water system does not provide adequate cooling. Failure

probability calculations performed by the applicant's

consultant, NUS Corporation, and, attached to the March 26
.

supplement show that a program of more frequent valve testing
,

5/ The Director's comments note that in view of the small
size of this plant compared ~vith the system capacity,
trips of the plant due to internal causes are relatively

'

unlikely to cause a loss of off-site power.

.

.
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can significantly enhance the reliability of the Big Rock
*
.

Point ECCS. Thus the Director finds that augmented sur-

. veillance of the ring spray system provides sufficient

assurance of safety to permit operation for a limited period,

until the spring, 1977 refueling outage. Prior to start-up

following this outage the adequacy"of the nozzle spray

distribution would have to be confirmed, or the nozzle spray

system modified to provide adequate distribution.

III. Conclusions
,

In view of' the considerations outlined in the Direc-

tor's analysis we are satisfied that granting the requested*

,

.excraption and thereby permitting Big Rock Point to resume

operation, subject to the recommended conditions, would

maintain an acceptably high level of protection to public

heal:h and safety. The economical productio'n of electric
.

power chrough operation of this plant in a manner that

provides adequate protection of the public is clear 3y in the

public interest. Replacement power would have to be pro-

vided by burning expensive fossil fuels. Therefore we find

good cause to grant the exemption.
,

*
Cur review of the Director's comments, however, led us

.

to inquire concerning the procedural question whether the

.

O

e

.
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March 15, 1976 Federal Register Notice of the exemption
'

. request directed to the " specific case of a brcak in either
.

core spray line" is sufficiently comprehensive to encompass

the exemption recommended.

Pending resolution of the unce,rta'inty concerning the

nozzle spray distribution, we must conservatively treat Big

Rock Point as vulnerable to a loss-of-coolant accident from
any cause followed by a concurrent single failure in the

'

ring spray system and therefore in this respect in need of
.

exemption from the ECCS failure criterion. At issue is the

question whether notice of this exemption sufficient to meet.

the requirements of Section 189 (a) of the Atomic Energy Act

of 1954, as amended, and of the Commission's regulation (10

CFR 2.105) has been given. Accordincly, we requested the

Director and Consumers Power Company to present views on the

question whether the exemption from requirements of 10 CFR

50.46 which Big Rock Point needs to recurae operation at the

end of the current refueling outage is fairly comprised
within the exemption request now pending before the Commission.

The responses of the Director and of the applicant,
respectively dated May 17 and May 18, 1976, and our own-

further analysis persuade us that the March 15 published
notice was sufficiently comprehensive. Both the Director

'

.

*
.

S
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and applicant point to the fact that the components whose

. reliability is under review in the context of a break in a

' core spray line are exactly the same components involved in

the response of the ECCS to a LOCA caused by a break in some

other location. The first public notice that reliability of
,

valving in the Big Rock Point ECCS was at issue appeared

August 26, 1975 in the Federal Recister notice of receipt of

the original plant-life exemption request, treated by our

December 31, 1975 Memorandum and Or' der. On March 15, 1976

expanded notice was given that the reliability of core spray

components was at issue in this exemption proceeding.,

This notice made clear that the deficiency at Big Rock

Point for which exemption was requested is the circumstance

that either core spray line may be disabled by a single

failure in certain components. Thus, the March 15 Federal
-.

Register Notice apprised interested members of the public

that the Commission was considering an exemption of the
.

nature and scope of the exemption now recommended by the

Director. The introduction of the nozzle spray distribution

question did not change the central focus of the inquiry,
.

namely, the reliability of a core spray system to provide.

needed core cooling when the alternate system is postulated

*

.

.

S

9
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to be unavailable.

We believ'e, moreover, that th,e public received adequate.

' notice that the specific question of nozzle spray distribu-

tion adequacy was under consideration in the exemption

proceeding. The nozzle spray adequacy question is addressed

in the record in the applicant's supplemental submission of

March 26, 1976, following which, we note, the Secretary of
,

the Commission granted an extension of the period for public

comment. We note, moreover, that actual notice (as con-

trasted with constructive notice through Federal Register
,

publication) van afforded to those members of the public who
i

had expressed interest in this matter and in the present

licensing status of the Big Rock facility. Both the March

26 supplement and the Director's April 19 comments, which

considered the nozzle spray question more fully, were served

on the two public commenters who opposed the exemption.

These documents were also served on the participants in a

licenso.amendr.cnt proceeding involving Big Rock-Point but

otherwise. unrelated to the exemption request. In view of

this direct notice to all parties who have shown interest in

the facility as well as to those who have commented in this
.

exemption proceeding, a third, and unrequired, round of
.

Q

.
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notice in the Federal Register is of dubious practical

value.
'

Finally, because the Director's recommended conditions

would enhance the reliability of the existing ECCS and

particularly of the core ring sprayr no additional safety

question is raised when the cause of the postulated LOCA is
- -extended to breaks other than in the core spray line, since

the core ring spray is adequate by itself to provide the

necessary core cooling folloving any LOCA up to and including
.

that caused by the double-ended rupture of the largest pipe

in the reactor coolant system.*

In summary, based on the detailed recommendations in

the Director's comments and pursuant to 10 CFR 50.46(a) (2)

(vi) we find that good cause has been shown to grant the

following exemption from the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46:

a) Consumers Power Company is granted a plant-life

exemption subject to the conditions in paragraph (d) below

for the Big Rock Point facility from the failure criterion
,

requirements imposed by 10 CFR Part 50, 50.46 and Appendix K,

Paragraph I.D.1, insofar as applied to the specific case of

'

a loss of reactor coolant caused by a break in either core

-

spray system.

b) Consumers Power Company, Big Rock Point facility,

is granted an exemption subject to the conditions in para-

graph (d) only until the refueling outage currently scheduled

.

r -
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for spring, 1977, from the failure criterion requirements

imposed by 10 CFR Part 50, 50.46 and Appendix K, Paragraph.

I.D.1 as applied to a ' loss of coolant accident followed by a

-concurrent single failure in the ring spray system.

c) Consumers Power Company, Big, Rock Point facility,
~

is granted a plant-life exemption subject to the conditions

in paragraph (d) from requirements in 10 CFR 50.46 that long

term recirculation mode cooling he maintainable, despite the

failure of the on-site diesel generator, in the absence of

off-site power.

i d) The stated exemption is granted subject to the
,

following conditions, which must be met to the batisfaction

of the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulations:

(1) Prior to further operation of Big Rock Point, Con-

sumers Power Company shall:
__

(i) Provide evidence satisfactorily demon-

strating adequate spray distribution of

*

the nozzle, or
,

,

(ii) Provide an analysis of the ECCS performance

which properly demonstrates that in the event
. _

,

'

of a break in.the core ring spray line, the
,

feedwater system and the flow through the
,

.

S

9
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core spray nozzle will reliably provide
'

sufficient core cooling water; and enhance
.

the rellability of the core ring spray system

by augmented surveillance of the valves and

valve actuating circuits, or by other modifi-
~

cations or procedura1 changes which provide

reasonable assurance that the core ring spray

system can, by itself, provide reliable and

adequate core cooling for a LOCA at a loca-
tion where reflooding does not provide such

i
' cooling.

.

(2) Prior to further operation of Big Rock Point,

Consumers Power Company shall:

(i) Modify the emergency procedures to assure

', that a second emergency diesel will be
,

obtained and can be made fully operational

within 24 hours after a LOCA.

(ii) Augment the surveillance of ECCS availability,*

including the ECCS actuation system, to

enhance its reliability;

,

(iii) Protect the controls, indication and annuncia-

tion circuitry associated with the ECCS, in-
.

cluding the core spray valves, against the

.

.

*
.
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consequences of flooding following a LOCA

which affccts the ability of the ECCS or

' plant operator to take corrective action

'during the course od a LOCA.

(3) Prior to return to operation following the re-

fueling outage currently scheduled for Spring 1977, Con-

sumers Power Company shall:

(i) Modify the fire protection system such that

long term cooling can be accomplished without
'

relying on portions of its underground piping.

[ (ii) Provide test data showing the adequacy of
.

the nozzle spray syctem to provide adequate

spray distribution during expected usage

conditions or modify the nozzle spray system

to provide adequate spray distribution.
.

(iii) Modify the emergency diesel generator and

diesel driven fire pump to bypass protective

*

trips during accic}.ent conditions except for
retention of engine overspeed and generator

differential trips, unless additional trips

are approved by the Director.'

,

.

o

O
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(iv) Provide complete on-line testability at the

ECCS, including the actuation system.
:

*

.

. It is so Or.DERED.
.

By the Commission.
,

O' .

]fydu k4ff_ _
_

~6hn C. Hoy'J.e
Assistant Secretary

,of the Co:mnission

- Dated at Ur.chington, D. C.
thic 26th St.y of I.cy, 1976
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DISSENTING OPINION OF C0!NISSIONER GILI U" '

j%.s-

\%.
*

I am satisfied that granting the pending exemption request for the-

Big Rock Point nuclear reactor, subject to the conditions recommended by

the staff, is consistent with our responsibility to protect the public

health and safety. The requirements of the law do not stop there, how-

ever. Where a "significant hazards consideration" within the meaning of

section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act is involved, as there is in this

case, the Commission can issue an am,:ndmen't to an operating license, in

,

the absence of a request for a hearing, only after a thirty days notice
( period following publication in the Federal Reaister of its intent to do

,

so. The relevant notice here is the one published in the Federal Recister

on I4 arch 15,1976 which proposed exemptions from the failure criterion

of 10 CFR 50.46 as it relates to "the specific case of a break in either
'

core spray line." 41 Fed. Reg. 10969. One of the excmptions we now

propose to grant relates not to a break in a core spray line -- a small

pipe whose rupture would lead to a slow loss of coolant -- but to a

possible break in a large pipe whose rupture could lead to rapid loss of

coolant. In this case, given an assumed nozzle spray deficiency, emergency

cooling is vulnerable to any single failure which disables the core ring
.

- spray, for example failure of a core ring spray valve to open. The
t

| nozzle spray problem was not referred to until the applicant's l' arch 26,
i

j supplement and was not recognized as a serious problem until the staff's

April 19,1976 comments. To provide reliable emergency core cooling in

i
.

.
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the event of large breaks 3/ the staff has insisted upon a new remedy:
'

augmented surveillance of the core ring spray valves. I am satisfied
.

that this remedy will adequately protect the public.during the period

of the proposed temporary exemption. It is also plain to me, however,

that these new matters are not covered by the Federal Reg; ster Notice
'

described above, and that the requirements of the law concerning public
l

notice have not yet bec.n met. I therefore cannot join my colleagues

in the grant of this exemption until the public notice requirement has j

been satisfied.
!

.

1/ The staff refers to these as " breaks at locations for which'
-

reflooding of the core is not possible", Staff Comments p.13.*
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